
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 All the blocks in your set

 Pictures of fancy fences

 A funny hat (optional) for 
Contrary Mary

 Collection of small animals 
and/or small people

15–20 minutes

FANCY FENCES

Fence Patterns (Building by Imitation – Copycat All at Once)

Talk to your child about some of the fancy-looking fences and walls that they saw on your walk/drive (if you did 
that) before the last session. Show them the fence/wall images provided, and talk about the designs.

Start to build a fence where different blocks alternate (prism–cube–prism–cube– …), and comment as you do it. 
We can make a fence with a pattern like this – we alternate the blocks – prism-cube-prism-cube and so on:

Then repeat with a pattern where the same building block alternates (horizontal cuboid–vertical cuboid–
horizontal cuboid– …), commenting on the building process as you do it. We can make another fence with a 
pattern like this – we change what we do with the cuboid. First we put it standing up, then lying down, then 
standing up, then lying down and so on:

Now ask your child to build two identical fences, by copying each of your examples. 

What’s Comes Next?

Tell your child that now they are going to make a long fence. Start to make a fence with a pattern of 2 different 
blocks. After placing 4 blocks, ask them: Can you guess what goes next? What do we need to extend the pattern 
and make the fence longer? Allow plenty of time for reflection and intervene only as a last resort.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can copy a pattern of alternating blocks to make a fence and place the blocks accurately and in a straight line.
Your child can copy a pattern of one block in three different orientations.
Your child can copy a pattern of four blocks (two pairs of blocks in two orientations).
Your child can create their own alternating block patterns.

To practise coordination and fine motor skills
To practise putting building blocks in a straight line
To introduce pattern as a stepping stone to simple geometry - a rhythmic, sequential 
alternation of different blocks
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This time, build a pattern using 3 small prisms placed in three different orientations, as below. Ask your child to guess what should come next. Have 
them carefully place the next prism needed to build the fence. If necessary help the child with the correct orientation of the prism, and with precise 
alignment. Now ask them to add the next block and continue the pattern. As before, allow plenty of time for reflection or for them to spot a problem.

Fancier Fences (More Complex Pattern – Two Different Blocks, Two Different Positions)

Repeat the previous game. This time, use a 4-block pattern comprising 2 arches placed back to back followed by 2 prisms placed back to back. Your 
child may need prompting to think about which block to choose and which way round to place it.

My own fence:

Either now, or after the additional activity below (the latter may work better for you so they can play with their constructions for an ‘unlimited’ 
amount of time), give your child the opportunity to create fancy fences to their own design, using a repeating pattern. Help them plan which blocks 
will feature in their fence first, and then allow them to work independently to make their repeating pattern. Suggest that they choose some play 
people or animals and play with their fence(s) when they have finished.  

FANCY FENCES – continued 
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Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary: Ask your child to put out 2 different blocks of their choice, connected precisely together. Put on a funny hat, then explain 
that you are Contrary Mary and that you do everything the opposite way. Change the underlined words here according to the blocks your child chose, 
and say: You started with a cube and finished with the brick, so I am going to start with the brick and finish with the cube! Immediately put out the 
same blocks as your child did, but the other way around: 

Say: Now you are Contrary Mary!  (Give them the hat to put on). When I build, you do the opposite. Ready?  Put 3 different blocks in the middle of the 
table (e.g. cube–arch–prism) and say: Contrary Mary, build the opposite!  If necessary prompt them – explain that you started with the cube, then used 
the arch and then finished with the prism. So they need to start with the prism, then put down the arch and finish with the cube:

If you have more than one child doing the program, now ask them to work together, and let them play Contrary Mary building patterns with 4, 5 or 
more blocks. If not, continue as before in turns but with 4, 5 or more blocks, with a different block set up each time. 
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